
Steel is an alloy of iron produced
by heating coke, iron ore and
limestone in a blast furnace. For
over 150 years steel makers and
foundries have been highly
dependent upon scrap steel as a
raw material in the production of
new steel and cast iron products.
In the United States, millions of
tons of steel appliances, 
construction materials and auto-
mobiles are recycled every year.
Depending on the process, scrap
steel can make up 25-100% of
the raw material for new steel.

Consumption of iron and steel scrap by
remelting reduces the burden on landfill
disposal facilities and prevents the accumu-
lation of abandoned steel products in the
environment. It is cheaper to recycle steel
than to mine virgin ore. One ton of recycled
steel saves 2,500 lb (1,130 kg) of ore,
1,000 lb (450 kg) of coal and 40 lb (20 kg)
of limestone. The remelting of scrap steel
requires much less energy than the produc-
tion of iron and steel products from iron
ore. This reduces energy consumption
which in turn reduces the amount of green-
house gases released into the atmosphere.

Efficiently managing and recycling used
steel products is important to maximize the
utility of the commodity. “Scrap steel is
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Tullis Metals produces ten
trailer loads of scrap steel
per week on average. Steel
makers and foundries are
highly dependent upon
scrap steel as a raw material
for the production of new
steel and cast iron products 



being traded everyday on the stock
exchanges, therefore the price per ton
changes daily,” says Richard Tullis. “In order
to stay profitable, you have to be competi-

tive and that
means having
the right 
personnel and
the right
equipment.”

Richard and
Linda Tullis,
owners of
Tullis Metals
have been in
the scrap steel
business for 28
years. The
company pur-

chases scrap metal from industrial accounts
and the public, processes it and resells it to
recycling facilities. Based out of Buford,
Georgia, Tullis Metals is just a stone's throw
from Gainesville where Tigercat distributor
Smith & Turner Equipment is located. 

Although the Tigercat name is not widely
known outside of the logging industry,
Smith & Turner salesman, Keith Reems 
convinced Richard Tullis to try out a
Tigercat T240B track loader. The machine
was delivered to the Tullis Metals yard in
March 2006. Tullis was immediately
impressed with the overall design and capa-
bilities of the 240B. “It was equipped with a
standard Tigercat [LG4053] grapple which
has been great for removing the catalytic
converter, gas
tank and coolers
from the cars,”
says Tullis. “You
can also remove
the engine but
we typically
leave it in the
vehicle.” Tullis
purchased the
machine shortly
thereafter.

The separation,
processing and

packaging of the small metal products like
insulated electrical wire and aluminum cans
is quite labour intensive. Tullis Metals
employs eight people, most of whom are
involved in the handling and separating of
the smaller recyclables. Cutting torches are
often used to cut up larger pieces into a
manageable size that can be hand fed into
the metal processing machine. The company
also has a machine that strips down and
chops up electrical wire into pure copper
which is reduced to small pellets. All the
metals have to be separated and properly
packaged before being shipped to various
recycling facilities.

The primary function of the T240B is to
top load trailers with the large recycled
items like cars, appliances, hot water
heaters, bicycles, lawn mowers and swing
sets.

Miscellaneous steel and tin is loaded first.
As the T240B operator loads the trailers, he
periodically drops a 3,000 lb (1,350 kg) flat
weldment into the trailer to compact the
contents. “This method helps keep the 
loader in good working order. Using the
machine to compact the metal with the
boom and grapple is not what the machine
was designed to do, so we don’t do it that
way,” says Tullis. 

Three cars are placed end to end on top of
the miscellaneous scrap metal to help keep
everything in the trailer when transporting
the material to the shredder. The operator
uses a heavy I-beam weldment to compact
the cars before placing them in the trailer.

cont. from pg. 1.

Richard Tullis standing
beside his versatile new
toy, the Tigercat T240B
loader.
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The operator keeps the
area around the trailers
clean by using a chain link
fence roll as a broom.
Tullis focuses on avoiding 
unnecessary stress and
wear. 



The average payload is 30,000 lb (13,600 kg)
and Tullis Metals delivers an average of ten
trailers each week.  

Tullis has adapted other tools to the loader.
The operator keeps the area around the 
trailers clean by using a roll of heavy duty
chain link fence as a broom to sweep the
ground. Tullis always focuses on working the
machine in such a way as to avoid 
unnecessary stress and wear. 

It is quite evident that Tullis looks after his
equipment and thus far he has experienced
no downtime. Although the machine has
been operating in the scrap yard for five
months, it is washed and looks like new. “If
you look after a machine it will last a long
time,” explains Tullis. (He won't admit to
waxing it.) 

He is currently investigating using a
Rotobec rake style grapple in an effort to
decrease the time it takes to load a trailer.
This type of grapple is able to pick up a
greater volume of material and might better
utilize the powerful boom lifting capacity of
the T240B. Tullis is also exploring the 
possibility of a magnetic attachment on a
future Tigercat machine. “First, we have to
convince Richard that he needs to replace his
other older pieces with another Tigercat
machine,” says Reems confidently.

Tullis joked to Reems that the next T240B
he purchases needs to be discounted the
price of a 2006 Corvette since the first
Tigercat machine cost him that much extra.
When asked to explain this, Tullis grinned
and said that when he decided to buy this
new toy, he figured his wife deserved a toy
too. Although Linda doesn't drive the
Corvette as much as Richard operates the
T240B, they both thoroughly enjoy their new
toys. 
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Tullis says the Tigercat LG4053 grapple is great for removing the catalytic
converter, gas tank and coolers from the cars.

More Tigercats Spotted in Urban Areas.
Athens Auto Wrecking (AAW) located in Hull, Georgia also 

purchased a Tigercat T240B from Keith Reems. This loader is

equipped with a Rotobec orange peel grapple. Owned by Joe

Alewine, AAW is the largest scrap metal business in the

Gainesville area, producing 25-30 loads weekly. “Last year AAW

produced $57 million worth of scrap metals,” says Farrin Gibson

who manages day to day operations. 

“We used to use Barko machines before purchasing the

Tigercat,” says Gibson. “But from now on it will be Tigercat

machines that we continue to purchase for their superior 

product. Smith & Turner is a great dealership too. They had sold

us the Barko machines in the past and having them service them

was never a problem.” 

Currently the Tigercat T240B is used 95% of the time to load and

unload trailers. “The only reason it is not used 100% of the time

is sometimes trailers have to be unloaded and loaded at the

same time because things are very busy,” says Gibson.



International Paper uses Tigercat
equipment extensively in its
Brasilian harvesting operations.
Near Campinas are the crop-like
Chamflora eucalyptus forests. In
equatorial Brasil outside the city
of Macapa, is Amapa Florestal. 

International Paper's operations in Brasil
have become a sort of proving ground --  a
real life laboratory -- for mechanized 
harvesting equipment. Although South
America's largest and most populous 
country, offers many advantages for large-
scale commercial plantation forestry, each
application has a unique set of challenges.

Chamflora
Tigercat equipment has been working in

Brasil since early 2001 when IP Chamflora,
located near the monstrous city of Sao
Paulo, purchased an 860 track feller 
buncher with a 5000 series bunching saw
(see BTB #1) for its eucalyptus operation.
At the time of the BTB visit to Brasil in April
2006, that 860 had 20,000 hours on the
clock and was working alongside a 630B
skidder with 16,000 working hours.

Chamflora could be considered the perfect
harvesting operation. The trees are 
uniformly sized and spaced on flat ground.

Fertile soil, high rainfall and plenty of warm
sun make the growing conditions so 
favorable that one can practically watch the
trees grow. Probably nowhere else in the
world has so much performance, 
productivity and efficiency been coaxed out
of a harvesting system. 

The feller buncher and skidder operate
three eight-hour shifts, six days per week
and accumulate 5000 hours per year.
Productive hours average 6.5 per shift
including all employee breaks, scheduled
maintenance and machine downtime.
Amazingly, this figure has only reduced by a
half hour since the machines were new and
it speaks to the reliable nature of the
Tigercat equipment even after thousands of
hours in service. 

The seven year old 2x3 m (6.5x10 ft.)
spaced eucalyptus trees average 0.2 m3

(0.22 tn.) per stem. The 860 fells 550 trees
or 100 m3 (110 tn.) per hour, accumulating
6-8 trees per swing cycle usually without
moving the tracks. 

The 630B will pick up 12-16 trees (two
bunches) per drag for short distance skids.
For longer distances, the skidder picks up
25-30 trees, weighing 7-8 tonne 
(7.7-8.8 tn.) The maximum skidding dis-
tance is 500 m (550 yd.) and the average is 
250 m (275 yd.) 

The trees are manually delimbed in-field
prior to skidding. Although the 860 lays the
trees down in tight bunches with the butts
tightly grouped, the tree tops fan out, 
making it easy for the delimbers to access
most of the branches. 

Three excavator-based slashers equipped
with grapple saws cut the stems to 2.25 m
(88 in.) lengths down to a minimum of 8
cm (3 in.) in diameter. This wood is trans-
ported immediately to the International
Paper mill because the all-important
debarking process is more easily 

A PROVING GROUND
Tigercat and International Paper In Brasil
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The 630B works
around the clock, 
accumulating 5000
hours per year.
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accomplished before the cambium has
had a chance to dry out. 2-8 cm 
(0.75-3 in.) diameter logs are also
slashed to 2.25 m (88 in.), left on the
ground and transported to the mill after
50 days for fuel to sustain the mill.

IP has intensively studied the harvesting
systems and settled on this combination
of mechanized felling and skidding 
combined with manual delimbing and
determined that it is the lowest cost 
per tonne method of extracting and pro-
cessing eucalyptus of this particular size.
The model produces 45,000-50,000 m3

(50,000-55,000 tn.) per month. Eduardo
Possamai, Chamflora's harvesting and
wood transportation manager, claims
that this is one of the most competitive
cost per tonne harvesting operations.

A further vote of confidence in Tigercat
and Latin Equipment came in the form of
an October purchase by Chamflora of two
more Tigercat units, an 860C feller buncher
and a 630C skidder.

IP Amapa Florestal
By far, the harshest working conditions

witnessed during the BTB tour of Brasil was
Amapa Florestal's pine and eucalyptus 
plantations in the state of Amapa which
borders French Guiana. 

Over the years, Amapa Florestal has
acquired four 860 feller bunchers, two
720D drive-to-tree bunchers,  three 630B
skidders, two 630C skidders and one T240B
loader that is matched up with a Chambers
DeLiminator for de-branching the limby,
stunted Caribbean pine trees that have been
planted in the region. These machines 
operate in concert with a couple of older
(non-Tigercat) skidders, excavator based
loaders and a large crew of manual 
delimbers equipped with machetes and axes
to produce 1.2 million tonne (1.3 mil. tn.)
per year of eucalyptus and pine. 

The Amapa Florestal purchasers and 
harvesting manager like Tigercat equipment
because it produces more and breaks down
less than any other equipment brand they
have tried. To say that the machines break
less may sound like a back handed 

compliment but in this case context is
essential. The harvesting operations in this
extremely hot and remote region of Brasil is
the true test for any piece of mechanized
forestry equipment and Amapa Florestal has
seen many, many failures over the years.

There is a multiplicity of problems. First
off is the climate. A great deal of cooling
capacity is required as temperatures can
exceed a humid 45 Cº (110 Fº). Second is
the forests. In 2006, 60% of the timber
felled will be pine and in April all the feller
bunchers were working in the 12-year old
Caribbean pine. Compared with the 
eucalyptus forests which typically suffer
from far less undergrowth and achieve 
better per hectare density, the pine forests
have a relatively low density per hectare
and a thick, extensive native understorey.
Average stem size is 0.14 m3 (0.14 tn.) with
a low density averaging 106 m3 per hectare.
The result is extremely tough and high duty
cycles for track feller bunchers. 

The constant in and out motion of the
boom hammers the cylinders and boom
members as the operators try to maintain
high production in the small, sparse wood.
The swing cycles are not smooth 180 degree
cut and drop turns. Instead, the machine
swings back and forth, five to ten degrees at
a time searching for trees amongst the
undergrowth. All the undergrowth has to be

cont. on pg. 6.
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These trees are only
seven years old. The
bunching ability of the
5000 saw is key to the
high production of the
860.



cut down to facilitate replanting. This 
further drains productivity and adds even
more jarring boom and swing movement.  

Excessive travel wears track components
rapidly and IP has found that the wheel
feller bunchers are better suited to the
machine travel requirements. As they drive
from tree to tree, the wheel feller bunchers
mow down the underbrush. Consequently,
the 720D machines are relegated to the
very worst tracts. The main advantage the
track machines have over the drive-to-tree
feller bunchers becomes apparent during
the wet season. Although the soil has good
drainage and evaporation occurs rapidly,
the skidders and wheel feller bunchers have

difficulty after extremely heavy rainfall. 

All machines are triple shifted. Productive
time averages 15-16 hours per day and is
slightly higher for the wheel bunchers.
Average felling production for the operation
is 55 tonne (60 tn.) per hour. The 860 track
buncher cuts about 68 tonne (75 tn.) per
hour in the more favorable tracts. The 720D
feller bunchers average 50 tonne (55 tn.)
per hour as they are relegated to the low
density and less favourable sites.

The skidder application is not quite so
demanding. The machines pull 13-14 trees
per drag with turns averaging 300 m 
(330 yd.) The extremely high ambient 
temperature is probably the toughest aspect
of the skidding function. The cross-flow
cooling system and efficient hydraulics of
the Tigercat 630B and 630C skidders have
proven beneficial in keeping fluid 
temperatures as low as possible.

The feasibility of the Amapa operation has
more to do with shipping logistics than 
anything else. So in spite of terrible 
operating conditions and unremarkable
growing conditions, the Amapa operations
will continue. Currently, all pine chips are
exported to Europe and the eucalyptus
chips are shipped to Florida to help feed the
IP mill in Pensacola.

One of the few commonalities among the
two operations is that the IP representatives
say the same thing regarding the Tigercats.
They are all expecting to get 30,000 
effective working hours out of each
machine. 

cont. from pg. 5.

The 720D machines are
relegated to the worst
tracts.
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The 860 searching for
trees. The low density
forest is hard on booms,
swing components and
undercarriages.



On September 1, 2006, StoraEnso announced that it
had finalized its acquisition of 100% of the shares in
the Vinson Indústria de Papel Arapoti Ltda. and Vinson
Empreendimentos Agricolas Ltda. from International
Paper. The deal includes a paper mill producing
205,000 tonne of coated mechanical paper annually, a
sawmill producing 150,000 m3 of lumber and 
approximately 50,000 hectares of land, 30,000 of
which is productive plantation forest. These assets were formerly owned by Inpacel - Indústria de
Papel Arapoti Ltda. and Inpacel Agroflorestal Ltda., subsidiaries of International Paper. BTB 
visited the harvesting operations -- set in the rolling hills of Parana -- prior to the acquisition. 

The 9000-hour Tigercat 860 track feller buncher was felling 26 year-old pine with an average
volume is 1.2 m3 (1.3 tn.) per stem. The trees are not uniform in size, ranging from 30-38 m in
height. Amazingly, the 860 was felling and controlling large trees from 3 m3 (3.3 tn.) to a 
whopping 6 m3 (6.6 tn.) It is imperative for the buncher operator to drop the traditionally brittle
Pinus.taeda/elliotii trees very slowly and in a controlled manner to prevent breakage. This is
where the 860 really shone. The boom strength and overall stability were glaringly evident as the
machine gently laid down the massive trees, avoiding damage to the limbs and tops. The 860 fells
100-120 trees per hour for 55,000 m3 (60,000 tn.) per month. The terrain is relatively flat and
the slope rarely exceeds 20%. Summer temperatures reach a humid 32 Cº (90 Fº).

It is interesting to note that due to improvements in species and silviculture methods, StoraEnso
Arapoti has higher quality 16-year old forests that have already achieved the same average stem
volume as the 26-year old forest that the 860 was felling. 

Key to the productivity of the harvesting model is the Tigercat 635 six-wheel drive skidder. The
9,900-hour machine consistently pulls 14-15 tonne (15.5-16.6 tn.) drags and is capable of 
skidding up to 22 tonne (24 tn.) on flat ground. When the slope approaches 20%, payload drops
to the 8-10 tonne (9-11 tn.) range. This machine transports 50,000 m3 (55,000 tn.) per month.

Both machines have a grueling triple eight-hour shift with 5.6 effective machine hours per shift
after taking into account lunch, maintenance and downtime. 

StoraEnso have recently taken delivery of a new 860C feller buncher.
In addition, the company has ordered an 822C feller buncher and two
625C six-wheel drive skidders. These will be the first Tigercat units as
well as the first feller buncher - skidder harvesting system ordered by
StoraEnso. 

Big timber. Some of
the larger trees range
from 3 m3 to a 
whopping 6 m3 (3.3-
6.6 tn.) with oversize
butt diameters.

StoraEnso Arapoti 
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Boom strength and
stability are impor-
tant requirements at
the StoraEnso Arapoti
pine operation. The
860 lays the
Pinus.taeda/elliotii
down carefully to
avoid damaging the
tops of the massive
but brittle trees.

Key to the productivity of the StoraEnso
Arapoti harvesting model is the Tigercat
635 six-wheel drive skidder. It produces
50,000 m3 (55,000 tn.) per month.



Loggers who cut big trees need big skidders. 
Tasmanian contractor Kevin Morgan (Kevin Morgan Group of Companies) is a firm believer in the value of Tigercat

equipment for his large volume, high value logging operations. The eucalyptus tree pictured here weighed in excess
of 120 tonnes. Dick Morgan, one of Kevin's three sons, is
shown bucking the tree in manageable lengths. The logs had
to be notched at the end so that the winch cable could be
passed through to hook onto each length. The log that the
630C is pulling was accurately weighed on a scale and came
in at 30 tonnes! 

They grown'em big in Tasmania
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Dick Morgan manning a chainsaw.

The log was notched so that the
winch cable could hook on to it.
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www.bonfigliolicanada.com

For more information on the 
full line of quality Bonfiglioli 

power & control solutions visit:

Request a copy

of our FREE CD

Bonfiglioli Canada is part of the Bonfiglioli
Group, one of the world’s leading designers
and manufacturers of planetary drives. For
over 25 years, Bonfiglioli has provided 
manufacturers of a wide variety of off-road
applications with high quality, reliable 

solutions to their drive problems. Today, with
local assembly and warehousing in Toronto,
Bonfiglioli Canada is equipped better than
ever to respond rapidly and efficiently to 
customer needs throughout Canada.

Wheel & Tracked Vehicles
Planetary Drives for

For Wheel and Tracked vehicles, transit mixers, excavators,
and truck mounted cranes, Bonfiglioli Planetary 

Travel, Swing and Mixer Drives are second to none.

Tigercat loader operator wins competition
Jeff Bolyard, loader operator for SC&L, LLC, took first place in the 2006 Paul Bunyan Log

Loader Competition, running a Tigercat 240B. SC&L is Friendsville, Maryland based 
harvesting contractor that has recently purchased a Tigercat 244 loader and a 620C 
skidder from Lyons Equipment.

Contest winner Bolyard (center) who operates the 244B is pictured with Circleville, Ohio
Lyons Equipment salesman Kris Johnson (left) and president John Lyons.

Sharon and Jerry Sisler (SC&L, LLC) accepting delivery of
their new Tigercat 620C grapple skidder from salesman
Jerry Smeak and John Lyons.

As a full-line Tigercat distributor for western New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia and Maryland, Lyons
Equipment is a strong, well-established dealership with
locations in Little Valley, NY; Allenwood and Brookville,
PA; Circleville, OH and Flatwoods, WV. According to
president John Lyons, the company has been involved in
the forestry business since 1962.  



This September Tigercat chose the
fifth PLC “In the Woods” Show,
held in Clatskanie, Oregon to
debut its latest innovation – the
LX870C feller buncher. Tigercat
teamed up with Erickson 
Air-Crane, based out of Central
Point, Oregon, to demonstrate
mechanized harvesting combined
with helicopter extraction.

Longview Fibre’s Nehalm Tree Farm pro-
vided the perfect backdrop to showcase the
new machine. Visitors were impressed with
the leveling feller buncher's ability to easily
navigate the steep slope that served as the
launch ramp to the active harvesting site.
Rob Selby, Tigercat district manager for
British Columbia and the Pacific northwest
commented, “The LX870C crawled effort-
lessly up and down the 60% sloped ramp
from our landing.” With the assistance of
Oregon contractor A1 Timber, the machine
was then put to work felling 80-year old
plantation pine with trees size ranging from
BHD 24 to 40 in. (60-100 cm). The LX870C
with the Tigercat ST5702 felling head
demonstrated high productivity and 
excellent control when felling the high-
value timber.

The latest addition to the Tigercat feller
buncher line, the LX870C is the closed loop

drive version of the highly successful L870C
leveling buncher. West coast loggers have
been asking for a dedicated drive system as
they continue to push the limits of 
mechanized felling in the mountains of
western Canada and the United States. In
these large timber, large volume, steep
slope applications, the LX870C is expected
to outperform.

The Erickson Air-Crane operators were
also impressed with the capability of the
LX870C and the quality of work performed
by Dan Ward of A1 timber. The bunching
grapple equipped helicopter combined with
a leveling feller buncher is an excellent 
system for extracting large, high value tim-
ber in remote areas.  “I believe this will lead
to future work for our Tigercat customers,”
remarked Rob Selby during the show.

Erickson Air-Crane has flown the S-64 
Air-crane helicopter in high performance,
low impact timber harvesting operations
since 1971. Current operational areas
include the Pacific northwestern United
States, Canada and Malaysia. Helicopter
timber extraction eliminates the need to
build roads within the harvest area and
minimizes environmental impact.  

TIGERCAT UNVEILS LX870C AT PACIFIC 

Dan Ward of A1 
timber and the
LX870C tackled large
timber on some steep
grades at the Nehalm
Tree Farm.
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Although the new Tigercat LX870C feller buncher looks identical to the L870C, there are some

important differences under the hood. The standard 860C, 870C and L870C bunchers are

equipped with a load sensing, variable displacement main pump which supplies oil to the track,

boom and swing functions. With the X model, twin dedicated closed loop hydrostatic drives are

added to power the tracks. 

For the vast majority of felling applications, the standard load sensing hydraulic system is pre-

ferred. However, the more expensive and complex closed loop track drive system offers significant

advantages over the standard hydraulic system in steep slope harvesting applications. 

With the standard load sensing system, when the operator actuates a number of machine 

functions simultaneously and the pump reaches its maximum capacity, each function slows down

as the load sense system divides oil among the various tasks the operator is asking of the machine.

Track machine product manager, Andy Hoshel adds, “Also when the operator first moves a func-

tion control, the hydraulic system must adjust the valve positions and pump output to match a

new set of operating conditions. This causes interactions between machine functions which makes

it harder to operate the machine smoothly.” 

With the closed loop system, the track drives do not share oil with the rest of the hydraulic 

system. Under normal operating conditions, there is no interaction between the drive function and

the other machine functions. This makes the operation of the machine in very challenging 

situations more predictable. 

The X-model system also offers increased energy efficiency during steering. This allows the

machine to travel along a curved path, where open loop powered track drives offer more of a 

skid-steer type motion. The efficient use of power gives the X-model faster travel speeds while

climbing slopes. 

The closed loop track drive system is also available in the LX830C. A number of these machines

are working in Washington, Oregon and British Columbia.

LOGGING CONGRESS
Open loop vs. closed loop
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The helicopter timber extraction was a real crowd pleaser at the 2006 PLC.

LX870C

LX830C



Logging contractor Nik Kuznetsov, owner
of SAN Forestry, of Plamondon, Alberta, has
mixed feelings when it comes to the current
construction boom taking place in Alberta’s
oil patch. On the one hand, it offers him an
opportunity to diversify his business through
bidding on salvage logging contracts. 

SAN Forestry recently made a major
investment in new Tigercat feller bunchers
and skidders, essentially to take advantage
of Alberta’s booming oil and gas industry
and its need for salvage logging to clear
roads, leases and pipeline easements. The
company has even won a contract with
engineering firm, SNC-Lavalin, to clear a
right-of-way for a power line.

At the same time he is losing good 
employees to the draw of higher wages in
the oil patch.

His challenge of keeping employees is
becoming a common problem for many 
contractors throughout Alberta.

“These days, it seems like we are almost
constantly in training mode with our
employees because we are losing people to
the oil patch and it is hard to find good 
people to replace them,” says Kuznetsov.
“When you are training, people are just
learning, so you don’t get the production
from them. So it’s hard to make money.”

Today, the company still makes about 
80% of its revenue from its longstanding
logging contract with pulp producer Alberta
Pacific Forest Products (Al-Pac). However,
about 20% now comes from salvage 
logging.

Kuznetsov says it is difficult to negotiate a
rate increase with Al-Pac given the current
state of the pulp market. Companies like 
Al-Pac are facing considerable competition
from places like Brazil, where fibre grows in
a fraction of the time and is situated much
closer to the pulp mills. They can produce
pulp more cheaply due to lower overhead
costs.

Although salvage logging work in the oil
patch is sporadic, Kuznetsov says the 
industry is booming, oil and gas companies
pay well and this helps him pay comparable
wages, discouraging employees from leaving
for greener pastures.

Nik, his brother Arseny and father, Steve
got their start in the forest industry 20 years
ago in tree planting. “As members of the
local Russian community, our income was
mostly based on farming,” Nik says.
“Farming didn’t pay as well as we had
hoped, so we had to look for another busi-
ness. We knew there were better opportuni-
ties and better rewards for our hard work.”

The challenge was finding a business that
meshed well with the family’s strong views
about not working on Sundays and certain
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Getting More Volume
Logging contractor SAN Forestry is countering the challenges in securing labour in 
booming Alberta by relying on equipment—including some new Tigercat skidders—that
delivers more volume.
By Tony Kryzanowski  (Reprinted courtesy of Logging and Sawmilling Journal, June 2006)

A booming Alberta
economy is a double-
edged knife for SAN
forestry, says Nik
Kuznetsov (above.)
While the boom is 
creating all kinds of
need for salvage 
logging, employees are
attracted to higher
wages in the oil patch.
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other holidays due to their Greek Orthodox
faith. Forestry provided the flexibility they
required. Today Nik is the company owner
although his four brothers and father are
employees of the business. A younger broth-
er has just struck out on his own, purchas-
ing half ownership in the company’s log
haul fleet. By the measure of volume, Nik
now owns one of the largest logging compa-
nies in Alberta, harvesting 700,000-800,000
m3 of both softwood and hardwood for Al-
Pac. Given that he is only 33 years old, it is
likely his story is only partly written.

The labour shortage issue had a strong
influence on Kuznetsov’s equipment 
purchasing decision. Although his new
Tigercat equipment was more expensive,
the extra volume derived from the perfor-
mance of Tigercat’s 630C skidder justified
the added expense up front. Kuznetsov
hopes that the extra production potential
per individual machine will also translate
into the need for fewer pieces of equipment,
and therefore, fewer operators. In dollar
terms, he hopes that his four Tigercat 

skidders will replace six older machines

“The extra volume we are able to skid in a
24-hour period with the 630C skidder is
roughly comparable to the extra cost of the
machine,” says Kuznetsov.

Tigercat introduced its C-series skidders in
2003. SAN Forestry’s units are equipped
with QSC 8.3 litre Cummins engines 
delivering 240 horsepower. When skidding
a load, the engine runs at 2,200 rpm but is
computer controlled to throttle down when
traveling empty to conserve fuel. The 
grapple has a capacity of 18.5 square feet.

From a feller buncher production 
perspective, Kuznetsov says there’s not a
great deal of difference from one brand to
the next. How he hopes to benefit from his
two new Tigercat 860C feller bunchers is in
longer service life on both the head and on
the carrier.

“The Tigercats are built pretty well from a
strength perspective,” says Kuznetsov. “You
can see it in the thickness of the metal. My
feeling is that they could last a year or two cont. on pg. 14.
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longer than other com-
peting brands.”

His 860C feller bunch-
ers have Cummins QSL
9 litre engines deliver-
ing 280 horsepower at
1,800 rpm. The Tigercat
feller buncher engine
operates at a lower rpm
than competing bunch-
ers, which should trans-
late to fuel savings.
Kuznetsov says he has
yet to test that claim. 

This C-series model
was introduced in 2005.
SAN Forestry’s models
are equipped with 
efficient reach booms
and a model 5702
felling head. An added
option is the high rota-
tion wrists that provide
340-degree rotation.

The head has a 23-inch (585 mm) 
harvesting capacity and the reach with this
particular boom and head combination is 27
feet, 9 inches (8.5 m).

Kuznetsov says there is a lot less welding
required on this head. He has heard com-
ments from other logging contractors in the
area operating 860C feller bunchers and
they feel that it is equipped with the best
head they’ve ever operated. Kuznetsov has
been equally impressed after 1,400 hours of
service.

For the past three years, SAN Forestry has
been spending a portion of its time in mixed
forest environments that require the 
retention of small spruce understorey. Once
a cutblock has been identified, the company
will deploy its feller buncher down a 
corridor to harvest everything in front of the
machine. Then the operator will reach into
the block on either side and harvest all 
merchantable hardwood and softwood, so
boom reach, strength, swing speed and
head rotation were important 

SAN Forestry expects to benefit form its two
new Tigercat bunchers with a longer service life
on both the head and the carrier. “The Tigercats
are built pretty well from a strength perspec-
tive,” says Nik Kuznetsov, of SAN Forestry.

cont. from pg. 13.

THE WORLD
STANDARD 
FOR TRACKS

Make Tracks
Keep your skidders on track and lower your operating costs.

Chains? No comparison. ECO-Wheel Tracks give you –

• Wider footprint, lower ground pressure, improved flotation from standard tires. 
• Increased traction – no more spin and grab.

• More pull with less ground disturbance – increased stability and mobility.
• Self-cleaning, smooth ride. 

• Longer operating season.
• Added protection extends tire life.

• Easier to install, less maintenance, quicker adjustments.
• The ECO-Wheel Tracks are available in the following sizes: 

23.1 x 26, 28L x 26, 24.5 x 32, 30.5 x 32, 35.5 x 32.

Phone: (519) 754-0044 Fax: (519) 754-1569 
Website: www.hultdins.com    Email: info@hultdins.com

Make tracks now to your Hultdins dealer 
or contact: 

T M

TM ECO-Wheel Tracks is a trade mark of Olofsfors AB



considerations when Kuznetsov purchased
his new feller bunchers. Between each corri-
dor, Al-Pac also requires that the company
leave 3 m (120 in.) strips of natural forest.

SAN Forestry ran into one issue with the
head, where smaller trees would criss-cross
when the operator was accumulating. That
had to do with the specific design of the
head’s accumulating arms, which were
meant for larger stems. Tigercat made some
design adjustments to the accumulating
arms and SAN Forestry is no longer having
a problem.

“Tigercat really works with the customer,”
says Kuznetsov. “Any changes that they’ve
made were beneficial and service support
response has been quick and dependable.”

SAN Forestry’s fleet consists of two new
Tigercat 860C feller bunchers, two newer
John Deere 853G feller bunchers, two 850
Timberjack feller bunchers, an older John
Deere 853 feller buncher and ten skidders.
These consist of a Caterpillar 535 skidder,
six John Deere 748G III skidders and three
new Tigercat 630C skidders. The company
also has 11 delimbers. Four are Risley Lim-
mit 2000B delimbers on both Caterpillar
and Komatsu carriers. SAN Forestry also has
four Denharco DM4400 delimbers. Three
are mounted on Komatsu PC200 carriers
and one on a John Deere 2054.

This year, Kuznetsov purchased three new
Denharco DMC 4140 delimbers mounted on
Komatsu PC200-7 carriers. “The DMC 4140
delimbers are a dressed down version of a
delimber that is suited for our area,”
Kuznetsov says. “They require
less maintenance and they
don’t have a computer like the
4400. We don’t cut to length
and we don’t cut exact lengths,
so we don’t need a computer to
measure anything.”

SAN Forestry simply cuts its
logs to 32 or 37 ft. (9.75 or
11.3 m) lengths. The main
objective, once Al-Pac’s envi-
ronmental requirements have
been met, is volume produc-
tion. The company typically

works about eight months a year.
Employees work a single 12-hour shift, five
days a week, with four delimbers working
double shifts. At present, the company has
45 employees.

While the north central Alberta community
of Plamondon historically has French
Canadian roots, it is now home to 135
recent Russian immigrant families. Nik’s
grandparents escaped Russia in the 
mid-1930s, fleeing from the Communists
and arrived in Canada after stops in China,
Brazil and the United States. The family is
investigating the possibility of sponsoring
more family members from Russia to immi-
grate to Alberta under a new program
encouraging more immigration to help meet
the province’s severe labour shortage.
Kuznetsov feels that if the attempt is suc-
cessful, it could go a long way to solving his
labour problems.

Nik has maintained a connection with his
Russian roots, recently traveling to Russia
with Tigercat representatives to act as a
translator. Russia is the largest country in
the world and has a boreal forest resource
almost identical to Canada's. Russian
sawmill owners are also extremely interest-
ed in learning more about Canadian 
harvesting methods because of how much
more volume the Canadian tree-length har-
vesting method produces versus the typical
Scandinavian cut-to-length method being
used extensively in Russia. 

630C skidder. Although the new Tigercat equipment required a larger 
investment, the extra volume justified the added expense for SAN Forestry.
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Tigercat has been focusing significant
resources on refining and improving the
loader product line. Efforts have primarily
centered around taking cost out of the
machines without adversely effecting 
performance or quality as well as improving
fuel consumption figures. 

Possibly the greatest success story for 2006
is the new Tigercat 234. The machine is
based on the pressure compensated 244
which has been in production for three
years. With a different boom geometry and
system pressure, the two machines have an
even lifting capacity at 11 feet (3.35 m) but
the 244 out lifts the 234 at full reach. The
244 also has about 10% more swing torque
than the 234.

That said, the 234 is an extremely capable
machine. Not only have the Tigercat loader
designers done a fine job balancing perfor-
mance with fuel economy, they have also
engineered a machine that is structurally
superior to similarly classed loaders while
keeping the overall cost in line with 
competitive market offerings. Loader prod-
uct manager, Peter Maljaars comments,
“The 234 frames and booms have been
weight reduced as much as possible without

giving up structural integrity. The 234 is
still a little heavier at 32,750 pounds
[14,850 kg] than other competitors but this
is why Tigercat machines have such a long,
productive life.”

The closest competitor to the Tigercat 234
is the Deere 437C.  Both machines have a
performance-boosting dedicated swing but
that is where the similarity ends. Unlike the
437C, the 234 swing system is closed loop
hydrostatic. This is an advantage in terms of
fuel consumption because the 234 
momentarily recovers energy as the swing
coasts to a stop.  

Another 234 fuel saving feature is the
automatic idle down. “How many times
does the loader operator wait for a truck to
back in or for the skidder to pull up with
another drag of wood?  These are usually
not very long time periods but they add up
during the coarse of a day,” explains
Maljaars. “The 234 idles the engine down
during these times of inactivity and as soon
as the operator moves a control, it brings
the engine speed back up and goes right
back to work.”

Initial field trials indicate the average fuel
consumption for the 234 is south of three
gallons (11 L) per hour generally falling
within the range of 2.5-3 US gal./hr. 
(9.5-11 L/hr.) Monty Williams (Williams
Forest Products) ran a four-day trial and
was impressed with the speed of the
machine and the heat rejection capabilities.
The hydraulic temperature was 130 Fº 
(54 Cº) in 95 deg. Fº (35 Cº) ambient
weather. Average fuel consumption was
2.75 gal/hr. (10.4 L/hr.) During a very
heavy and intensive work day, the 234 
consumed just over 3 gal/hr. (11 L/hr.) 

The next stop for the 234 was the 
operation of M.A. Rigoni. The company 

NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS

The 234 Knuckleboom Loader
A successful balancing act

Plenty of swing torque
for tough limbing
applications. 
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currently runs four Tigercat 240B load-
ers and during the trial, the operator 
commented that he thought the 234
could pick up more and outperform the
240B. M.A. Rigoni ran the loader for
11.5 hours and filled it with 32 gallons
of fuel for a consumption rate of 2.78
gal/hr. (10.4 L/hr.)

Aside from fuel savings, the 234 has
other important advantages including
extremely cool hydraulic oil operating
temperatures and an oversize swing
bearing and swing gearbox. Like all
Tigercat loaders, the main valves are
not located under the cab. Instead, they
are easily accessible underneath the
walk-up cab access platform. This is a
preferable location in terms of service
access. A side benefit is a reduction of
heat exposure to the cab. The engine is
mounted high in the frame for better access
through large front and rear doors. 

The 234 has a completely redesigned boom system with powerful
lifting capacity.
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The Australian Forest Contractors
Association (AFCA) annual conference was
held in Wagga, New South Wales on August
24 with the theme 'Don't Get Angry, Don't
Get Even, Let's Get It Together, Together.' 

Institute of Foresters (IFA) president, Peter
Volker gave a presentation about the advan-
tages of contractors engaging foresters as
part of their business structure. He also
encouraged AFCA members to become more
involved in 
encouraging research, development and
training for their sector of the industry. The
general theme of all presentations was that
contractors are an integral part of the sup-
ply chain and if they are not fairly 
considered then the supply chain can be
severely damaged. 

Highlights of the conference included a
static equipment display and a charity auc-
tion dinner.

Tigercat and Australian distributor Forest
Centre, based in nearby Tumut, displayed
L830C and L870C feller bunchers as well as
a 620C skidder. According to Tigercat 
representatives Gary Olsen and Glen Marley
who were on hand, the Tigercat machines
generated a great deal of attention from the
conference attendees.

Tigercat merchandise fetched good prices
in the auction, including a die cast 620C
skidder model that was bid up to $750. A
bar fridge airbrushed with the image of
Western Australia contractor Jeff Loton's
(Plantation Logging) H860C harvester was
purchased for over $9,000 by a prominent
figure within the Australian forestry 
industry.

In total, AFCA members generously raised
over $40,000 for Country Hope, a country
based, family centered support organization
for children diagnosed with cancer and 
similar illnesses.  

2006 AFCA Conference

EVERY CUT. 

GUARANTEED.
For strong, dependable performance at every cut, you can’t beat Cummins Tier 3 QSB, QSC and QSL engines.

We’re so confident in the reliability of these engines, we offer this Uptime Guarantee™: If, between 

the in-service date and April 30, 2006, you experience a mission-disabling failure that can’t be

repaired within 48 hours, you’ll receive a $500 credit toward future Cummins parts or service. 

See everytime.cummins.com for complete details. Nothing else comes close. Guaranteed.

©2005 Cummins Inc., Box 3005, Columbus, IN 47202-3005 U.S.A.

™

The $9,000 bar fridge.
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Tigercat offers industry leading warranty for 
2007 4-wheel drive skidders
Tigercat stands behind the claim that it builds the industry's most durable, reliable, long lasting  skidders.

By extending the useful life of a forestry machine, the owner can spread capital costs over a longer period
of time, effectively lowering cost per ton. 

Tigercat has announced its new 4-3-2-1 Skidder Warranty available for 2007 model 604, 610, 620C
and 630C series skidders. Contact your Tigercat dealer for more information. 

4 - year, 8000 hours

Center section including center hinge articulation joint pins, bearings and bushings

3 - year, 6000 hours

Structural components, specifically the arch, boom and front and rear frame units 

2 - year, 4000 hours

Powertrain components, specifically the hydrostatic pump and motors, auxiliary pumps, axles, transfer case
and driveshafts (subject to oil sampling) 

1 - year, 2000 hours

Remainder of the machine not covered by supplier 
warranties

4-3-2-1 Countdown for 2007

604

610

620C

630C
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Letters to the Editor:
E-mail: comments@tigercat.com  
Internet: www.tigercat.com    
Tel: (519) 442-1000
Mail: 40 Consolidated Drive, P.O. Box 544, Paris, ON Canada, N3L 3T6

TIGERCAT NEWS

Arkansas Update

Tidewater Equipment announced that it will be closing
the Glenwood facility and opening a new store location
in Hot Springs, Arkansas. The 11,250 sq. ft. facility has
eight bays and will house a full service dealership
including sales, parts and service. David Long will 
continue to manage Tidewater's Arkansas operations,
dividing his time between the Warren and Hot Springs
stores. Tidewater representatives say that the official
opening will likely be November 1, 2006.

Big Winner

Congratulations to Michael Ashton from the Tigercat
fabrication plant located in Woodstock, Ontario. Michael
was the grand prize winner of the Tigercat "Ticket To
Win" contest held in conjunction with the launch of the
New Tigercat Online Store. Over 640 people registered
online for a chance to win the 60 can party tub filled
with $500.00 worth of Tigercat promotional gear.
Thanks to everyone for taking the time to participate in
the contest. Be sure to visit the online store at
www.tigercat.com.

Big Russian Deal

Tigercat and Russian distributor Forest Machines Ltd.
recently negotiated a seven machine deal with J.S.C
Solkamskbomprom, a large forestry company located in
the Perm region. The machines, which shipped in late
August, include two H22C harvesters with telescopic
booms and LogMax 7000 heads, one 870C feller bunch-
er, two 630C skidders, a T250B loader and a 1055 
forwarder. 

Strongco appoints Trevor Atkinson as
National forestry Manager

Trevor Atkinson has been appointed to the position of
national forestry manager for Strongco Equipment,
Tigercat distributor for the provinces of Alberta, Ontario,
Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. 

Atkinson, who joined Strongco one year ago as sales
manager for the Thunder Bay Region, will be 
responsible for all forestry sales in Canada as well as
multi-line sales in the Thunder Bay Region. According to
Scott Fisher vice president, sales and marketing,
Atkinson has demonstrated excellent leadership skills.
Atkinson worked for Wajax Industries for sixteen years
in various sales and management roles and holds a
Bachelors Degree in Geography and a Diploma in
Forestry Technology from Lakehead University.


